
Predictive Maintenance in Metal & Plastic Extrusion

Equipment Wear and Tear: 
Maintaining equipment subjected 
to high temperatures and 
pressures is a constant challenge.

Heat Management: Effec�ve heat 
management is crucial to prevent 
overhea�ng and ensure op�mal 
performance.

Contamina�on Control: Metal 
extrusion equipment is 
vulnerable to contamina�on from 
metal shavings and debris.

Component Replacement: Timely 
replacement of worn-out or 
damaged components is 
necessary.

Down�me and Produc�on Loss: 
Minimizing unplanned down�me 
and op�mizing maintenance 
schedules are ongoing challenges.

Are you �red of unexpected breakdowns and costly down�me in your metal or plas�c extrusion 
opera�ons? Look no further! Introducing Machine Vitals��, an advanced condi�on monitoring 
device that is part of the Sensei® IIoT Network.

Overcoming Industry Challenges for Uninterrupted Operations
Equipped with an array of sensors, Machine Vitals con�nuously collects data on crucial 
parameters such as temperature, humidity, pressure, and more. This comprehensive monitoring 
capability allows maintenance personnel to detect poten�al issues and anomalies before they 
escalate into costly breakdowns or produc�on delays. With instant alerts and no�fica�ons, 
maintenance teams can take proac�ve measures, ensuring op�mal equipment performance and 
minimizing down�me.

Unparalleled Features for Op�mal Performance
With Machine Vitals, you can expect a comprehensive solu�on that addresses the unique 
challenges faced in the metal and plas�c extrusion industry. Here are some key features:

Elimina�on of Equipment Inspec�ons: Say goodbye to �me-consuming manual inspec�ons. 
Machine Vitals provides con�nuous monitoring, elimina�ng the need for frequent physical 
checks of equipment.

Postmortem Failure Analysis Data: Gain valuable insights from post-failure data analysis, 
enabling you to understand the root causes of breakdowns and prevent future occurrences.

Aggregated Site Performance: Get a holis�c view of your en�re facility's performance, 
allowing you to iden�fy trends, pa�erns, and areas for improvement.

Custom Alerts and Alarms: Stay informed about cri�cal machine condi�ons with 
customizable alerts and alarms, ensuring �mely interven�ons and preven�ng costly 
down�me of opera�ons.

Mul�-Applica�on Design: Machine Vitals’ versa�lity allows it to be used across various 
equipment types and lubrica�on points, providing flexibility and cost-effec�veness.

Compara�ve Analysis: Iden�fy performance variables by comparing equipment types, 
loca�ons (inside/outside), and oil types. This data-driven approach enables targeted 
maintenance strategies.

Industry Challenges
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Equipment Wear and Tear: The metal extrusion industry faces the constant challenge of maintaining equipment that 
undergoes extensive wear and tear due to the high temperatures and pressures involved in the extrusion process.

Precision Calibra�on: Maintaining precise calibra�on of the equipment is crucial for achieving consistent product quality. 
However, the complex nature of metal extrusion machinery o�en requires regular calibra�on adjustments, posing a 
significant challenge for operators.

Heat Management: Effec�ve heat management is essen�al in metal extrusion to ensure op�mal performance and 
prevent overhea�ng. However, managing heat distribu�on and dissipa�on can be a challenging task, especially in large-
scale extrusion opera�ons.

Contamina�on Control: Metal extrusion equipment is suscep�ble to contamina�on from various sources, including 
metal shavings, lubricants, and debris. Ensuring proper cleaning and maintenance procedures are in place is vital to 
prevent equipment damage and maintain product integrity.

Component Replacement: Over �me, certain components of metal extrusion equipment may wear out or become 
damaged, requiring �mely replacement. However, sourcing and replacing these specialized components can be a �me-
consuming and costly challenge for industry professionals.

Safety Compliance: The metal extrusion industry must adhere to strict safety regula�ons to protect workers and prevent 
accidents. Maintaining equipment in compliance with safety standards and conduc�ng regular inspec�ons can be a 
complex task, requiring dedicated resources and exper�se.

Down�me and Produc�on Loss: Equipment breakdowns and maintenance ac�vi�es can lead to costly down�me and 
produc�on loss. Minimizing unplanned down�me and op�mizing maintenance schedules are ongoing challenges for 
metal extrusion businesses.

Are you tired of unexpected breakdowns and costly downtime in your metal extrusion operations? Look no further! 
Introducing the Sensei Sensor Pack, a cutting-edge condition monitoring device designed to revolutionize 
equipment maintenance in the metal extrusion industry.

Unleash the Power of Predictive Maintenance:

With the Sensei Sensor Pack, you can say goodbye to reactive maintenance and embrace the power of predictive 
maintenance. By continuously monitoring crucial parameters, such as temperature, vibration, and power 
consumption, this advanced device enables you to detect early signs of equipment deterioration and take proactive 
measures before costly failures occur.

Real-time Monitoring and Alerts:

Stay in control of your operations with real-time monitoring and instant alerts. The Sensei Sensor Pack provides you 
with comprehensive data insights, allowing you to monitor key performance indicators and identify potential issues 
before they escalate. Receive instant notifications via SMS or email, empowering you to take immediate action and 
minimize unplanned downtime.

User-friendly Interface and Easy Installation:

Setting up the Sensei Sensor Pack is a breeze! With its user-friendly interface and plug-and-play installation, you 
can start monitoring your equipment within minutes. The intuitive dashboard displays all vital information at a 
glance, making it easy for you to track equipment performance and make informed decisions.

Optimize Performance and Extend Equipment Lifespan:

By leveraging the power of the Sensei Sensor Pack, you can optimize equipment performance and extend its 
lifespan. Identify patterns and trends in equipment behavior, allowing you to fine-tune your processes and 
implement preventive maintenance strategies. Maximize productivity, minimize repair costs, and boost your bottom 
line.

Seamless Integration and Scalable Solution:

The Sensei Sensor Pack seamlessly integrates with your existing equipment and infrastructure, enabling you to 
scale your monitoring capabilities effortlessly. Whether you have a single machine or an entire production line, our 
solution can cater to your needs. Monitor critical equipment across multiple locations from a single unified platform.

Reliable and Robust:

Rest assured knowing that the Sensei Sensor Pack is built to withstand the harshest industrial environments. With 
its durable construction and advanced sensor technology, this device ensures reliable and accurate data collection, 
even in demanding conditions. Trust in the Sensei Sensor Pack to keep your operations running smoothly.

Don't let equipment failures disrupt your metal extrusion operations any longer. Step into the future of equipment 
maintenance with the Sensei Sensor Pack. Contact us today to schedule a demo and experience the power of 
proactive maintenance firsthand.

MACHINE VITALS
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Eight Sensing Parameters in One

External (ambient) condition measurements enable users to monitor 

the external environment and assess its impact on equipment 

performance.

Internal (headspace) monitoring to track internal conditions,  for measuring, 

analyzing trends, and receiving alerts regarding conditional parameters.
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Machine Vitals monitors key sensory parameters and empirical data to detect potential issues. Gain insights into 

equipment performance and anomalies. Compare external atmospheric conditions to internal ones for easy 

identification of unfavorable trends. Make proactive maintenance decisions from your desktop from the insights 

provided through the Sensei Platform. 

The Trico Companion Mobile App is designed to seamlessly integrate with Trico's 
® ®digital solutions, such as Sensei  or the Orbital  Oil Analysis portal. It enables users to 

input companion information and activities, enhancing the overall functionality of 

these platforms.

Mobile App Functionality:

Quick and easy installation with guided instructions and system pairing

Easy add other devices to network

Record maintenance activities

Input pertinent information

Power at Your Fingertips
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